
Camera moves 180 Camera and becky spin in opposite directions

Becky: “cal?! Cal, can you hear me?!!” Becky and camera come to a rest—

Becky: “cal?!!!”

...and there’s someone behind her ... Natalie comes out of the grass.

-



High angle Tobin & cal (Or overhead angle)

Moving with cal, exhausted Tobin turns—

T: “just a little further”.

A wall of grass... Tobin breaks thru—

T: “there it is!”

Boom up to cal as he follows... Cal steps into ecu



Wide to reveal the clearing Slow push in, low angle of rock...

Tobin runs up to it. Cal reacts

Tobin touches rock—

Tobin: “boy, that feels good.  Come on, cal, 
try it.”

Handheld: lead cal as he steps Forward...

Pan with cal... Cal leads us...

Hear buzz coming from rock...



Camera comes around and drops low... Cal looks up

Cal pov of rock Cal looks up, then down...

Cal pov of runes, push into dancing people Push into ecu of cal

Low angle, cal reaches out—

Boom up...

Boom down to Tobin



Grass waves excitedly Wind blows through cal’s hair... moonlight 
shines on his face...

Moon rising over rock Cal reaches out to rock...

ECU of hand reaching...

Hand pauses—

A blood-curdling scream—

Cal reacts to scream, turns away from rock

C: “becky?”

Becky: “get away from me! Get away!”

Tobin: “sorry, cal. Too late.”

Cal pov of grass, becky screams again—



Cal turns to the sound— Cal runs out of frame—

Tilt down to Tobin—

T: “wait! You’ll never find her that way!”

Over Tobin—

Cal disappears into the grass

Cal pov running thru grass Lead cal—
Cal chasing the screams as sound 
boomerangs away from him...
Sending him in another direction...

High angle: cal

C: “becky? Becky!

Pull back—

C: “becky!!!!”



...pull back further and further...

Cal becomes a speck...

Until cal disappears completely in a dark 
sea of grass...



Repeat the opening shot: tilt down from the 
sun...

To the 400. A vehicle approaches...

...a pick up truck... It zooms overhead.

Hold on the flat nothing a beat Slide left as the pick up pulls up to gas 
staton.

Slide right as the driver opens the door ...steps out revealing travis



Wide: travis takes in the surroundings On travis at the pump. 
BANG-BANG...

RACK TO ATTENDANT IN THE BUILDING POINTS AT NO SMOKING SIGN

TRAVIS PUTS OUT HIS CIGARETTE... STEPS UP TO 
HER

HOLDS UP A PICTURE

“I’M LOOKING FOR THESE TWO. EVER SEEN ‘EM?”

ON PHOTO OF BECKY AND CAL



Travis blasts by— Cu guitar case

Cu map Cu Becky’s photo

Travis glances at photo His eyes go to...

Travis pov: bowladrome Travis drives, then sees...



The black rock of the redeemer... Travis notices something else...

Travis pov: church and parking lot Travis starts to realize...

Travis pov:  cal and Becky’s Mazda Reverse: Travis looks back... 

Travis: “holy shit.”



Over Mazda to travis’ truck—

The truck screeches to a stop.

Over grass to road—

Travis backs up truck

Alt shot.  Close focus on grass waving in 
the breeze in fg... as travis backs up.

Slide off church—

Travis backs up into parking lot

Travis’ feet come into frame... Track right... as travis goes to Mazda

Int madza

Travis looks inside thru window

Travis pov: maggoty burger



Push in as Travis enters frame...

Wipes off mud on plate

Travis stands up, looks around...

Lat track as travis looks at dodge minivan. Pull out over grass

Travis: “becky?!”

Reverse: Travis looks out to expanse of 
grass

He turns to...

The church

Push in past fg cars as travis enters and 
approaches...



Blackness Door cracks open to reveal travis

Slow pull out: Wide church int.

Track past pews Lead travis

Travis pov: coming up to door Overhead travis comes up to door

Ext church... travis leads us inside.



He turns back to the entrance.Travis tries to open the door but it’s locked



Angle thru abandoned car as travis exits the 
church...

Low angle, church in bg—
Travis tries his phone...

Operator: “emergency services. Please stay 
on the line...”
T: “hello?”

Wide, across road...

Operator: “Kiowa county 9-1-1. What is the 
nature of your emergency?”
Travis: “I’m on route 400...”

Operator: “sir, you signal is very weak...”

Travis: “route 400... hello?”

Static fills the line

T: “can you hear me?”

Looks at phone. No service.

Travis kicks the dusty road in frustration.

He stares across the road at the field and 
notices something...

He exits frame...



Book on the ground.

Travis picks it up.

Low angle

Looks at the book... realizes it belonged to 
Becky.

He sees something else... Track left and rack deep to reveal

Trampled grass

Wide behind travis in front of field... he 
knows where she is.



Int. Truck Door opens and travis takes his backpack...

ECU grabs photo of becky Travis out of focus...

Steps into focus as he confronts... TRAVIS POV OF THE GRASS WAVING IN THE 
BREEZE.

PROFILE ANGLE OF TRAVIS STANDING BEFORE 
THE GRASS.

...HE STEPS INTO THE FIELD. HOLD A BEAT.



Lead feet thru mud Travis leads thru grass toward the sun

ECU travis’ eyes watching the sun Travis pov following the sun

Close focus on grass... Travis comes up to it and ties it in a knot...

Travis ties grass in knot then exits Push in on the broken glass...

It bleeds!

*oR ALT IDEA: IT STARTS TO UNTIE ITSELF.



Cu cicada Snatched up by a crow

Crow eats cicada ECU crow’s eye—

The field reflected as something moves 
within.

The crow takes flight as— Travis appears.

Travis: “becky?!” Lat track thru grass, voyeuristic



Travis ties the grass in knot... Boom up to his face as he senses being 
watched...

Travis lights a cigarette...

We see the discarded cigarette pack in the FG 
as travis disappears from view.

He departs.

Again... travis is watched. (Lateral track).



The hot sun thru blades of grass... Travis enters shot...

Lead travis as he sips water and looks down 
for a moment...

Stops and react...

No sun...?! Travis turns...

...move 180 to reveal the sun is now behind 
him!

Travis looking up...



Looks down... reacts to something 
disturbing...

Shadows move ever so subtly across the 
ground...

The sun shines down on him

(Moving in the sky?)

Shadows move over his hand...

What.  The.  Fuck.



Dusk.  Pull back slowly... Travis moves thru the grass...

Handheld leading travis as he goes grass 
knot to grass knot...

Until he sees something...

Travis lowers out of frame... Insert: travis reaches in and picks up 
cigarette pack...

He’s gone in a circle.

Fuck.



ECU of nocturnal creatures...

Centipede

ECU rat

Ecu moth The moon thru blades of grass...

Tilt down to travis...

Lost.  Tired.

Voyeuristic angle—

Travis comes to a stop.

High angle—

Travis flops down into shot...

Rotate 45...

Boom down as travis takes out photo of 
becky...



Travis pov of photo Eyelids grow heavy...

...he closes his eyes... - a sound -

Travis reacts

Travis sits 
up...

Travis sits up into frame... listens

Slide left... Over Travis to the grass: Slide right...



- another sound - Travis crawls forward into cu

Travis pov: something moving in grass

Push in...

Behind travis... push in...

Travis leans into frame He draws the veil of grass to see...

Shadows.  Nothing there. Travis eases...



Travis turns away... ...adjust to a boy!

Travis jumps back— Tobin tight eyeline cu
He is more gaunt, dirty, battered than before

Tobin: “you okay?”

Tight eyeline ms

‘Shhhh”

Travis tight eyeline ms

Travis: “who are you?”

High angle shallow focus on Tobin

Puts finger to lips—
T: “do you hear that?”

Track thru grass...
 Hear sounds very quiet...



Track left, rack deep to Tobin and travis as 
they listen...

Low angle, drift left, shallow focus on 
travis listening—

Travis: “hear what?”

Subtle move right...

The sound of breeze...

Angle on grass rustling in the breeze...

(Boom up?)

Travis matching tight eyeline cu

Tobin: “everyone else. If you don’t pay 
attention, they go away.”

High angle, close focus on grass

Travis: “who do?”
Tobin: “other people stuck here. But they are 
not connected...”

Travis: “and we are connected?”
Tobin: “sure.  ‘Cause you know me.”
Travis: “no, I don’t”
Tobin: “you don’t remember?”

Travis: “we’ve never met before. I’m—“
Tobin: “travis.”
Travis: “how do you know my—“
Tobin: “you’re looking for becky”



Travis: “you know becky?”
Tobin: “of course”
Travis: how could... who the hell are you?”

“Tobin”
“Tobin...?”
“You really don’t remember?”

“Do you really know where becky is?

Travis: “you gotta tell me!”
Tobin: “I can show you. But—“
“But.. what?”
“You sure you wanna see her?”
“Of course!”

ECU on Tobin, into the lens

“All right.  But you gotta stay close.”



Moving briskly thru grass. Long lens 
profile

Tobin gains on camera, enters left...

Tracking right... travis trying to keep up Tobin enters frame opposite direction

Travis running, keeping up with Tobin...
Slide left as Tobin runs in...

Slide right as Tobin slows... Over Travis to Tobin...

Shape lying in bg

“There.”



ECU on travis.  Starts forward...

“Becky?”

Rise + dolly  w/ travis as he hacks thru 
grass

Rising...

Travis sees the body of becky now...

“Becky!”

End overhead

As travis drops to her body...

Close focus cu of becky dead Alt.  High angle above becky with grass 
waving in fg.

Angle over becky on travis, devastated Tobin enters bg, out of focus

Tobin: “the field does not move dead things” 
makes them easier to find.”
Travis: “oh...god...”



Slow boom up to Tobin... Tobin pov: travis and becky

Tobin registers something off camera Cu on travis...

Travis turns to Tobin—

“Help...”

Slow pull back—
Tobin is gone.

No rack focus, let travis go soft.... Dissolve to soft neutral bg...

Transition to next shot—



(Sc.30 omitted/Transition from sc.29)

Soft image...
Travis steps into cu

*Scene 31-32 flashback not boarded*



Fish eye lens view of sunrise over the field The image rotates

... to reveal that we are looking at a drop 
of dew hanging from a blade of grass

And widens...




